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The Rolex Learning Center…
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Teaching models evolve: the Bologna Equation
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+ underground : movable stacks, parking, storage…
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An architectural landmark
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Towards e-only: we’re *almost* there (for journals)
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Why are we still using paper ?
comfort
conservation
licensing oddities
paper-only titles
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Acquisition models evolve
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Just-in-time delivery at EPFL
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+ economic (if well selected)
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+ broad publisher coverage
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acquisition proposals
Patrons need total transparency
MARC records must be 
imported
handle 
differentiated 
access
poor visibility
handle duplicates
etc…
parallel catalogs
?
Patrons need total transparency
MARC records must be 
imported
handle 
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parallel catalogs
complex issues
cannot always be 
solved using 
current tools…
find alternate routes !
Alternate routes
option # 1:
meta-catalog
option # 2:
tinker
and wait for
OPAC 2.0 …
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When in Rome…
do as the Romans do !
When in Rome…
put your OPAC
right where they are
(without them noticing)
don’t try to
bring users to 
your OPAC
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When in Rome…
http://library.epfl.ch/tools/?pg=plugin-nebisTry it out !
Thank you
Official inauguration
May 29-30, 2010
Visitors are welcome any time, 7/7 :)
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